
Technology to understand and change 
the world
Can digital experiences based on real world exploration give 
children positive feelings of astonishment, awe and wonder?

…technology transforming learning



Educational technology trends
Themes from my recent work:

• Pedagogical approaches:
Computational thinking
Design thinking

• Technologies across the 
curriculum:

Outdoor learning
STEAM

…strands of current work

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Start with the idea of computational thinking: how can we make computer science accessible, relevant and meaningful so that it is a creative tool for ‘understanding and changing the world’?How you use technology is as important as what you do with it.



• Children will ‘use computational thinking and creativity to understand and 
change the world’ (National Curriculum)

• Begin by building metacognition using the key concepts and approaches so 
that thinking strategies are explicit and transferable

• Combine unplugged, plugged and real world applications

Primary Computing

…where to start with primary computing?



Computational thinking

Digital makers: 
creators, 
collaborators, 
digitally critical, 
responsible and 
active learners 
who use 
computational 
thinking across 
the curriculum

…demystifying and reinforcing 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples include abstraction and recipes, pattern recognition for phonics and reading rules, algorithms and decomposition in maths.In primary we have an opportunity to use computational thinking across the curriculum.



Build repertoire rather than recipes

https://challengingcomputing.w
ordpress.com/uptime/
Chris Shelton University of 
Chichester

Coding recipes are not 
purposeful and 
challenging. Rather than 
easy wins, we should do 
projects that build a coding 
repertoire not recipes.

…UPTIME scaffolding learning-driven planning

UPTIME
Use
Play
Tinker
Improve
Make 
Evaluate

Moving from computational 
thinking to computational 
participation (Kafai and Burke 
2014). Coding as a social 
activity.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Beyond lesson recipes (Chris Shelton): community, remix and reuse, backpack, studios. Cross curricular.Recipes are not purposeful and challenging. Easy wins. We should do projects that build a coding repertoire not recipes. Tinkering and bricolage (Papert)Dialogic exploratory talk: cumulative, reciprocal, supportive and purposeful  (Alexander, Wegerif and Dawes)Children set their own learning challenge from a choice of 3 or 4 (Dweck) and take responsibility for their learning. The following activities would all support a constructivist pedagogy:Active learning experiences which involve the student (for example, unplugged, kinesthetic activities) Learning by exploration (open-ended tasks, exploring programming environments) Learning by solving problems (self-directed projects, problem-solving)Using examples that are relevant to students’ own experiences (relating to real world experiences) or to cross curricular experiencesOpen-ended discussion and working in groups (group tasks, team problem solving)

https://challengingcomputing.wordpress.com/uptime/
https://challengingcomputing.wordpress.com/uptime/


Computing unplugged

https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/mar/01/teaching-computing-try-switching-off-your-screens

…kinaesthetic active learning

Human beatbox

Robot hamster playground

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Computing is now a required part of the curriculum from early years to key stage 3 and beyond. But the subject is much more than just using a computer and learning about programming: it’s a way of thinking, of understanding the world so that people can change it.Those thinking skills can also be developed away from the computer; in fact, moving away from the screen can often help students understand the ideas without being distracted by the technology. They are more likely, as well, to be able to transfer them to new contexts.Helen Caldwell and Neil Smith are editors of Teaching Computing Unplugged in Primary Schools.

https://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/2017/mar/01/teaching-computing-try-switching-off-your-screens


Everyday algorithms

Repeat 32 times:
If previous chair is stacked:
Then stand behind chair
Pick up chair
Walk to the aisle
Walk to front of the first set of tables
If there are no chairs there:
Then place chair nearest the door

Else
If there are less than 5 chairs in the stack:
Add chair to stack

Else
Make new stack next to previous

Else
Wait

Chair stacking

Thanks to @swaygrantham

…computational thinking in everyday tasks

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Getting children to think about everyday tasks is a gOOD way to introduce computational thinkingStart with decomposition - when we planned this we worked out the algorithm for stacking our chair firstThen we worked out how we could repeat the same instructions for the chairs in the rowWe started out planning our own ideas/flowcharts, then sharing as a group and eventually sharing together.�Using the language of computational thinking in everyday tasks, demystifies it for children but also reinforces the context.(Sway Grantham)



Makey Makey Playdate

…time for tinkering and experimenting



Rescue Robots

…real world applications

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples of STEM to STEAM projects: real world applicationsPredict how to make your Beebot form a number- What would the Algorithm be?  Can you make a key date in history? Can they make the number which is 100 more than 20? Your Beebot is in the Great Fire of London! How could you guide it to safety?  Your Beebot is a Mars Rover which has to navigate around a rocky terrain. What algorithm can you give it for a set path?  (Use skipping ropes/ screwed up paper to make terrain) Device a Beebot Relay race. Start point then goes to one line comes back, turns round then goes to next line, turns round and comes back. Who is the first to do it correctly? Predict the algorithm. Did it work? Zig-zag through cones? Stricty Come Beebots!- Film the Beebot performing a dance routine- can they copy? 



http://dlaberasmus.eu/
https://plus.google.com/communities/117458443566280105364

…crossing boundaries of space, subjects and languages

Erasmus+ and eTwinning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ideas from the DLaB community for using technology to collaborate with other classrooms around the world on the theme of technology outdoors: technology supporting physical exploration of the world.Building intercultural understandings. Technology as a different lens for looking at the world.�

http://dlaberasmus.eu/
https://plus.google.com/communities/117458443566280105364


Ephemeral art

…transient art in the environment

Science links:

Freezing and 
melting

Decay

Evaporation 

Condensation

Light

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As we worked together we also developed an interest in art that exists only temporarily in a physical form and then is later only available digitally: condensation, flattened grass, ice, lightsLinks with scientific processes such as decay, freezing and melting, light, evaporation.



Art swaps

http://www.pictaculous.com
http://www.sketchbookcircle.com
http://virtualpaintout.blogspot.co.uk

…technology as a lens for looking at the world

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Examples from Technology Outdoors of using art and  technology to make connections with others:�Use Pictaculous to exchange colour palettes of places and use them to inspire artwork.  �Use Google StreetView to walk around a location virtually to find something to paint.�Add new layers to images and pass them on to make sketchbook circles.�

http://www.pictaculous.com/
http://www.sketchbookcircle.com/
http://virtualpaintout.blogspot.co.uk/


Virtual sculptures

…building bridges with others through art 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Make virtual sculptures and 3D models using Green screen by DoInk and place them in environments.



Creating trails

…combining digital and physical exploration

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
PicCollage, Ramblr, Map my hikeDigital scavenger hunts and trails



I am the pencil

I am the pencil

…Ramblr, MapMyWalk, QR codes, PicCollage, Leafsnap



Walking a line

http://www.richardlong.org …photo-journeys inspiring writing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create media trails for others recording journeys using the idea of ‘walking a line’. �Create photo-journeys of sounds, images and movies of a journey to school to inspire writing.�https://www.facebook.com/tone.vollantyldum/posts/1099273133512662 

http://www.richardlong.org/


Wild writing

The secret 
life of the 
outdoors

…mobiles capturing outdoor learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Post and respond to photo writing prompts on a set of Interactive drawers using Thinglink.Animate inanimate outdoor objects using Morfo or Chatterpix and engage them in conversations.�



Wild writing

…manipulating images and viewpoints

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Manipulating images with rollworld, fragment and Be Funky, and sending them as eBooks or postcards.



Bringing the outside in

…AR and VR merging real and virtual worlds

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Swap postcards made in Canva based on virtual reality tours using Google Expeditions.AR and VR. Experimenting with VR as a creative medium.



Manipulating media

…from green screening to VR 360 as a creative medium

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
360 filming Google expeditions 



Technology supporting SEND

…working with light

Apps:
Rollworld
Fragment
Be Funky 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Light trails, drawing with light, manipulating photos of lights, drawing in the dark with highlighter pens and UV torchesOur experiences so far have demonstrated that technology-enabled multisensory environments for storytelling can provide experiential learning opportunities combining real world interaction with the creation of digital artefacts. Dark dens, putty, UV torches, writing in the dark, light boxeshttps://youtu.be/-KcYLtJFkbkhttps://youtu.be/_cEnkjmg_rohttps://youtu.be/_Al-d2RudFA



Digital meets physical

…moving between digital and physical spaces



Exploring STEAM

Digital Learning across Boundaries through 
adding the Arts to STEM

A DLaB STEAM activity uses digital technologies to cross 
boundaries by adding the arts into STEM and providing 

opportunities to build intercultural connections.

…STEM to STEAM

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Our main focus is exploring explicit Art and STEM connections and using these to make bridges to communicate ideas with others:PADLET: https://padlet.com/dlaberasmus/learningSTEMWe are also interested in:1. The maker movementCraft and computing, electronics, 3d printing, lasercutters, sensors, robots, D&TPADLET: https://padlet.com/dlaberasmus/makermovement2. Pedagogical approaches to STEAMPedagogical approaches, challenge, inquiry or problem based learning, real world problems, design thinking, finding ‘good questions’, being inspired by other STEAM projectsPADLET: https://padlet.com/dlaberasmus/inquirydrivensteam



STEAM weeks

http://bridgewaterprimary.net/blogs/y5/2017/06/05/steam-week-2017-monday/
Thomas’s Clapham STEAM week …building awe and wonder

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Technology embedded in real world projects. Enhancing not replacing engagement with the world. Enabling us to share the results of the engagement. 

http://bridgewaterprimary.net/blogs/y5/2017/06/05/steam-week-2017-monday/


STEAM with Design Thinking  

…digital makers discovering solutions 

Think about a three part plan:  
1. A trigger 2. A vision and plan 3. A creative solution

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Duston Eldean School.Design thinking: discovering solutions rather than analysing problems: a combination of problem analysis and synthesis Nigel Cross concluded that Lawson's studies suggested that scientists problem solve by analysis, while designers problem solve by synthesis.[7] Kelley and Brown argue that design thinking uses both analysis and synthesis.



Seeing, hearing and experiencing 
STEAM
Overlapping arts:

1.Visual art, drawing, painting, printmaking, collage, photography, textiles, sculpture, 
installation, digital arts, graffiti
2.Music and sounds, sound art, spoken word 
3.Drama, performance, dance, spoken word 
4.Literature, poetry, written text, sci fi, comics

…tinkering, making and inventing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Seeing, hearing and experiencing STEAM represents the overlapping nature of the arts: visual, sound-based, performance-based and text-based.



Makerspaces and breakerspaces

…deconstructing technologyhttp://www.makerspaceforeducation.com/breaker-space.html

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We began by deconstructing electronic devices such as old laptops, phones, videos and DVD players using pliers, screwdrivers and hammers! We used what we found inside the equipment to construct birds or to attach to cardboard birds. After the birds were constructed we used the app MadPad  compose and record a ‘song’ for our birds. As a finale we looked at each bird and listened to the songs and later, we attached this to each bird using a QR code.

http://www.makerspaceforeducation.com/breaker-space.html


Wearables and the Internet of Things

…inspired by computing and performance

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The interconnection via the Internet of computing devices embedded in everyday objects, enabling them to send and receive data.Sixth sense technology and haptic sensorsBareconductive paint and threadhttps://www.microbit.co.uk/mobilehttps://www.microbit.co.uk/getting-started/block-editorCan you make the Micro:bit spell out a word/phrase when you click A?Can you make the Micro:bit display a pattern when you click B?Can you make the Micro:bit display a random numbers from 0-9 when you click A+B together? Can you make the Micro:bit display a smiley face when it is shaken?It will need plenty of DEBUGGING to make this right- use the simulator to see if you have programmed it correctly. 



…bridging formal and informal learning and multiplying learning opportunities

Technology transforming learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Weaving webs of ideas. Co-creating knowledge. By giving users control over the time, pace and place of their learning and by providing opportunities for authentic engagement with the physical world, technology can act as a bridge between formal and informal learning, and across disciplines in primary education, multiplying learning opportunities and leading to the development of a shared common purpose. In this way, it might prompt social transformation leading to innovative pedagogical practice. 



Apple Distinguished Educator
Raspberry Pi Certified Educator

Books

• Caldwell H. & Cullingford-Agnew, S. (2017). Technology for SEND in Primary Schools: A good 
practice guide. London: Sage. 

• Caldwell, H. & Smith, N (2016). Computing Unplugged: Exploring primary computing through 
practical activities away from the computer. London: Sage.

• Wise, N. & Caldwell, H. (2016). Help with Homework: Coding Essentials. Chichester: Igloo Books. 

• Caldwell, H. & Bird, J. (2015). Teaching with Tablets. London: Sage. 

• Caldwell, H., Heaton, R., Whewell, E. & Grantham, S. (2015) Switched on iPads Science. London: 
Rising Stars.

• Bird, J., Caldwell, H. & Mayne, P. (2014). Lessons in Teaching Computing in Primary Schools. 
London: Sage. 

MOOCs

• Let’s Teach Computing 2015

• Teaching with Tablets 2016

• Technology Outdoors 2017

Current Project

• Digital Learning Across Boundaries International Erasmus project

Helen Caldwell

…recent background



Contact
helen.caldwell@northampton.ac.uk
@helencaldwel

Links

DLaB community
http://bit.ly/DLaBErasmus
DLaB website
http://dlaberasmus.eu/

mailto:helen.caldwell@northampton.ac.uk
mailto:helen.caldwell@northampton.ac.uk
http://bit.ly/DLaBErasmus
http://dlaberasmus.eu/
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